Abstract-We study a cellular networking scenario, called DroneCells, where miniaturized base stations (BSs) are mounted on flying drones to serve mobile users. We propose that the drones never stop, and move continuously within the cell in a way that reduces the distance between the BS and the serving users, thus potentially improving the spectral efficiency of the network. By considering the practical mobility constraints of commercial drones, we design drone mobility algorithms to improve the spectral efficiency of DroneCells. As the optimal problem is NP-hard, we propose a range of practically realizable heuristics with varying complexity and performance. Simulations show that, using the existing consumer drones, the proposed algorithms can readily improve spectral efficiency by 34% and the 5-percentile packet throughput by 50% compared to the scenario, where drones hover over fixed locations. More significant gains can be expected with more agile drones in the future. A surprising outcome is that the drones need to fly only at minimal speeds to achieve these gains, avoiding any negative effect on drone battery lifetime. We further demonstrate that the optimal solution provides only modest improvements over the best heuristic algorithm, which employs Game Theory to make mobility decisions for drone BSs.
INTRODUCTION
D RONES are unmanned aerial vehicles flown via either remote control or autonomously using embedded mobility control software and sensors. Historically, drones had been used mainly in military for reconnaissance purposes, but with recent developments in light-weight batterypowered drones, many civilian applications are emerging. One of the most important applications is to augment the coverage of the mobile communications networks. In more detail, if base stations could be miniaturized to fit in the drone payload, they could be flown to any hard-to-reachareas to provide coverage, where it is difficult or costly to install conventional towers. Such drone-mounted flying base stations, referred to as drone base stations (DBSs) in this paper, can also be used to provide replacement coverage in crisis or augment coverage and capacity in high demand areas. In fact, given the rising site rental costs [1] for the growing number of small cell deployments, DBSs can be an attractive alternative to conventional roof or pole mounted base stations.
Although the concept of DBS is still in its infancy, the research interest in this future technology is growing rapidly. Many academic researchers are now actively working in the area [2] , [3] , while industry players are also beginning to join the game. Nokia has recently developed an ultra miniaturized 4G base station weighing only 2Kg, which was successfully mounted on a commercial quad-copter to provide coverage over a remote area in Scotland [4] . This successful demonstration proves that the underlying hardware technology for DBS has matured.
Recent studies [5] , [6] on DBS mainly focused on finding the optimum location for the drones to float or hover so that the coverage is maximized. In this paper, we push the potential of DBS one step further. Specifically, we propose that, instead of hovering over a fixed location, a DBS should move constantly within its cell boundary to continuously reduce the distance to the active users. The decreasing BS-touser distance should result in better received signal strength for all users, improving the overall spectral efficiency of the network and the quality of service (QoS), especially for the cell-edge users, which usually suffer from inferior performance in conventional cellular networks. For clarity, we will refer to the proposed constantly moving DBS as an agile-DBS hereafter.
Realization of agile-DBS faces significant research challenges. More specifically, drones have practical agility constraints in terms of flying speed, turning angles, and the maximum frequency at which its mobility parameters can be updated. Besides, there is the issue of mechanical energy consumption, which must be conserved for batteryoperated drones. Generally speaking, it is desirable that the continuous mobility of an agile-DBS should not drain the battery faster than the hovering DBS. Finally, autonomous mobility control of the drone would require low-complexity and thus practically realizable algorithms to move the drones in a way so that the maximum spectral efficiency can be achieved under realistic traffic scenarios. Given that the interference between the cells becomes more complicated when the BSs do not stay at the same location, it becomes more challenging to find a movement path that will minimize such interference.
To the best of our knowledge, the issues related to agile-DBS have not been adequately analyzed in the literature. The novelty and contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows. We propose the novel DroneCells arXiv:1707.02041v1 [cs.NI] 7 Jul 2017 scenario where drones constantly move within the cell with the objective of serving the users from a closer distance and thus improve spectral efficiency of the network and the QoS of cell-edge users. Based on experimentally derived agility constraints, we propose three practically feasible drone mobility control algorithms with varying complexity and performance. Simulations show that, using the existing consumer drones, the proposed mobility heuristics can readily improve spectral efficiency by 34% and the 5-percentile packet throughput by 50% compared to the scenario where drones hover over fixed locations. As more agile drones become available, we can expect more significant gains in the future. A surprising outcome is that the drones need to fly only at minimal speeds to achieve these gains, making it possible to avoid any negative effect on drone battery lifetime. We further demonstrate that the optimal solution provides only modest improvements over the best heuristic algorithm, which employs Game Theory to make mobility decisions for drone base stations.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section 2 followed by the system model of the proposed DroneCells networks in Section 3. We introduce our drone mobility algorithms in Section 4. Section 5 focusses on performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms. Finally, the conclusion is discussed in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Drones have been considered recently in the context of wireless networks due to their flexibility and agility. In this section, we review the drone-related researches in three different categories as follows.
Modeling
A new form of network consisting of flying UAVs with special characteristics like mobility, channel model, and energy consumption is defined in [7] , and named Flying Ad hoc Networks or FANET. Due to special characteristics of UAVs and drones, realistic path loss and fading models are needed for these networks which are the subject of studies such as [5] , [8] , [9] . In these studies, an elevation angle dependent model is proposed for air-to-ground communication.
Optimal Drone Deployment
Deploying drones in the optimal locations to fulfil different network objectives are investigated in the literature as well. Al-Hourani et al. [5] provided an analytical model to find an optimal altitude for one UAV providing the maximum coverage of the area. A service threshold in terms of maximum allowable path loss is defined in this model. Another recent study by Mozaffari et al. [10] involves finding the optimal cell boundaries and deployment locations for multiple noninterfering UAVs. The objective of this study is to minimize the total transmission power of UAVs. Optimal placement of UAVs to deal with disaster situation and improve public safety communication is addressed in [11] . Brute force search is used to find the optimal location of UAVs in the target area. Moreover, authors in [6] discussed finding the 3D optimal location for deploying a drone cell to provide services for the maximum number of users satisfying their SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) constraints.
Mobile Drones
Rather than deploying UAVs in optimal location, dynamic movement of UAVs are also investigated in the literature. Maintaining MANET connectivity is discussed in [12] , [13] through controlling the movement of one single UAV. Minimal spanning tree model is used to control the UAV movement to improve connectivity for mobile ad hoc ground users. Improving the probability of end-to-end connection between ground users through multi-hop UAV communication is studied in [3] . In this work, the centre and the radius of circular trajectory for UAVs are adjusted for better performance. Motion control of UAVs' chain to improve the link capacity between two mobile nodes is explored in [14] . Artificial Potential Field model is used to control the speed and heading angle of UAVs. Moreover, [15] studied the throughput maximization for communication between a fixed source and destination through a mobile UAV relay. The problem of trajectory optimization given a fixed power allocation is formulated as a non-convex optimization problem.
Adapting the location of one single UAV acting as a relay to collect data from mobile users and forward them to another base station is studied in [16] . In this work, it is assumed that the UAV can predict users' location using any position prediction algorithm. The goal is to optimize the achievable uplink rate for users. In our previous work [17] , we proposed dynamic mobility control for a single drone base station to maximize the spectral efficiency of download link. It was extended to multi-cell scenario in [18] , assuming no limitation for drones' movements.
Constantly moving drone cells in a network including mobile users to improve the spectral efficiency is not explored enough in the literature. In this work, the practical limitation of drones are investigated through experiments and simulations, applied in our proposed methods. Moreover, we analysed the impact of different network elements and drone hardware parameters on the achievable gain by DroneCells.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we define the various elements that make up the proposed DroneCells. In particular, we describe the network, traffic, channel, resource allocation, user mobility, and drone mobility models. Figure 1 shows the DronceCells network architecture. We assume a grid of N cells, where each cell is a l(m) × l(m) square served by a single DBS. Each DBS, which may be connected to a nearby macro cell tower with a wireless backhaul link, is responsible for providing wireless communication services for the users in its cell (fronthaul). In each cell, there are U mobile users associated to the DBS of that cell. The set of all drones and the set of all users are denoted by U and N , respectively. Apparently, |N | = N and |U| = U.N should be satisfied, where |.| outputs the size of a set.
Network Model
We consider orthogonal frequency allocation between the backhaul and the fronthaul, which means that we do not have any interference between these two links. All drones, however, use the same frequency band, thus creating the potential for inter-cell interference. It is assumed that wireless transmission from a DBS can create interference on mobile users in neighbour cells up to κ meter. The interference beyond κ meter is negligible. We further assume that each DBS is transmitting data to users using a fixed transmission power of p tx (watt), total bandwidth B (in Hz) with central carrier frequency of f (Hz).
The ground distance or the two-dimensional (2D) distance between user u ∈ U and drone n ∈ N is defined by the distance between the user and the projection of the drone location onto the ground, denoted by r u,n . The euclidean distance or the three-dimensional (3D) distance between user u and drone n is presented by d u,n = r 2 u,n + h 2 .
Traffic Model
Each user follows the traffic model recommended by 3GPP [19] , which essentially dictates that a user device continuously alternates between reading time and transmission time:
• The reading time is defined as the time interval between the end of the download of the previous data packet and the request for the next one. It follows exponential distribution with a mean of λ (sec).
• The transmission time (τ sec) is defined as the time interval between the request of a data packet and the end of its download. The actual transmission time depends on the packet length and the amount of resource allocated to the user. All packets are assumed to have a fixed size of s (MByte). During a transmission time τ , the associated user is called an active user. The set of all active users in a cell n at a specific time t is denoted by Q n (t) (0 ≤ |Q n (t)| ≤ U ).
Channel Model
The wireless channel between the DBS and the mobile user on the ground is modelled following the recently introduced probabilistic LoS model [5] , [8] , in which the probability of having a LoS connection between a drone and its user depends on the elevation angle (ω) of the transmission link. According to [5] , the LoS probability function is expressed as
where α and β are environment-dependent constants, ω equals to arctan(h/r u,n ) in degree, and h denotes the drone height. As a result of (1), the probability of having a NLoS connection can be written as
From (1) and (2), the path loss in dB can be modeled as
where the string variable "path" takes the value of "LoS" and "NLoS" for the LoS and the NLoS cases, respectively. In addition, A path is the path loss at the reference distance (1 meter) and γ path is the path loss exponent, both obtainable from field tests [20] .
Resource Allocation
Each cell has a total bandwidth of B Hz, which has to be shared by all active users. Time is slotted with slot lengths of t r sec, and the DBS updates resource allocation every t r sec. We consider two different resource allocation models, equal share and channel-quality-based (CQ-based) allocation. The equal share model aims to allocate resources fairly among all users, hence, in each resource allocation slot (RAS), the DBS simply divides the total bandwidth equally among all the active users. The CQ-based allocation model, on the other hand, aims to maximize the spectral efficiency of the network at the expense of fairness. At each RAS, the CQbased model allocates the whole bandwidth to only one active user who has the highest channel quality.
Spectral Efficiency
The main motivation for the proposed constant movement of the DBSs is to improve the spectral efficiency of DroneCells. In this section, we explain how spectral efficiency of DroneCells can be calculated at any given instant of time. For defining the spectral efficiency, we first need to define the received signal power. The received signal power, S path (u, n) (watt), of an active user u associated to drone n can be obtained by
where A path = 10 −A path 10
, and b u is the allocated bandwidth to the user with 0 ≤ b u ≤ B.
Moreover, the total noise power, N u (watt), for an active user u including the thermal noise power and the user equipment noise figure, can be represented by [21] N u = 10
where δ ue (dB) is the user equipment noise figure. Accordingly, the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of user u associated to drone n can be expressed as
where I u (watt) represents the interference signal from neighbour cells received by user u 1 . Then, the spectral efficiency (SE) (bps/Hz) of an active user u associated with drone n can be formulated according to the Shannon Capacity Theorem as [24] Φ path (u, n) = log 2 (1 + SIN R path (u, n)).
Given the probabilistic channel model, the average SE for user u can be expressed as
Next, the average SE for a drone n can be computed from
Consequently, the average SE of the considered N -cell system can be obtained bȳ
User Mobility
Users within a cell are moving according to the Random Way Point (RWP) mobility model, which is commonly used for studying the users mobility in cellular networks [25] , [26] , [27] . In this model, each user selects a random destination within the cell independent of other users, and moves there following a straight trajectory with a constant speed selected randomly from a given range. Upon reaching the destination, users may pause for a while before continuing to move to another destination. The pause duration is also chosen randomly from a given range.
DBS Mobility
Although drones are capable of moving in 3D space, recent literature suggests [28] that 10 meter is the optimal height for positioning a small cell base station. Lowering the antenna height below 10 m causes coverage issues, while higher than 10 m increases interference with the neighbour cells. We therefore fix the height of the DBS at 10 m, and consider DBS mobility in the 2D plane only. In theory, many different 2D mobility models could be considered for the DBS. Some of these models may require the drone to stop at some location before changing direction and move again. Frequent stopping and starting, however, would introduce delays and consume more battery energy.
1. Note that in this paper we focus on the analysis of small cell networks (SCNs) with an orthogonal deployment in the existing macrocell networks, where small cells and macrocells operate on different frequency spectrum, i.e., Small Cell Scenario #2a defined in [22] . As such, DBSs interfere only with each other, but not with the macro cells. Indeed, the orthogonal deployment of dense SCNs within the existing macrocell networks has been selected as the workhorse for capacity enhancement in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 4th-generation (4G) and the 5th-generation (5G) networks. This is due to its large spectrum reuse and its easy management [23] ; the latter one arising from its low interaction with the macrocell tier, e.g., no inter-tier interference. For drones without rotors (drones with wings), it may be very challenging to actually stop and hover at a fixed location. For operational convenience, we therefore choose a simple mobility model that completely avoids stops and starts for the drone. Instead, the drone continues to move in the 2D space with a constant linear speed of v(m/s), but updates its decision to change direction every t m sec, hereafter called direction update interval. The proposed continuously moving model is thus applicable to all types of drones, with or without rotors. Even when the drone is turning to change the direction, it continues to travel at the constant linear speed of v(m/s). As a result, during turning, the drone's path will lie along the arc of a circle as shown in Figure 2 . The radius of the circle is given by r = v 2 a , where a is the centripetal acceleration of the drone.
Assuming a target turning angle of θ within a time interval of t m , the required acceleration is obtained as [29] , [30] 
Similarly, given a maximum possible acceleration of a max , the drone can only turn a maximum angle of θ max = a max × t m v . We use these relationships to define the 2D mobility of the DBS as follows.
At every t m , the DBS chooses an angle, θ, between ±[0,θ max ] and starts to complete the turn at the end of next t m sec. Depending on the selected angle to turn (θ), the drone would apply an acceleration of a = v × θ t m , which lies between [0,a max ]. Note that the range of available values for the parameters v, a max , and t m are dependent on particular drone hardware, which we will investigate later in Section 5.
A key question is: what angle the DBS should choose to turn at the start of every t m interval? This is the subject of the DBS mobility algorithm (DMA) design, which will influence the DBS-to-user distance (r), the elevation angle (ω), and ultimately the spectral efficiency of DroneCells. The proposed DBS mobility algorithms are explained in the following section.
DBS MOBILITY ALGORITHMS
DBSs need to move in a way that increases the overall spectral efficiency of the system. DBSs are constantly moving and updating their directions every t m sec. The task of DMA is to select the new direction (turning angle) at the start of every t m interval. Several factors make the selection of the new direction a challenging problem. First, the DBS will continue to follow the path specified by the turning angle selected at the start of the interval for the next t m seconds. This path cannot be changed in the middle of t m despite any further changes in mobile user population and traffic in the system. Second, spectral efficiency is affected not only by the DBS-to-user distances in the current cell, but also due to interference from other moving DBSs in other cells.
Given the 2D location of a drone n at the start of current update interval denoted by [x t n , y t n ], then by taking a turn of θ n rad, the drone will move along a candidate circle segment, where the drone location [x t n , y t n ] on the segment at any time t during the update interval can be calculated by
where R is the rotation matrix, and [cx n ], where t ∈ [t t + t m ). Note that θ n can take any value satisfying the drone constraints.
We first study the optimal DMA that assumes knowledge of the whole system and then propose three heuristics with decreasing complexity. In all of these algorithms, the DBS chooses the direction that would bring it closer to the central point if no active users are detected. In other words, in the absence of any activity, the drone would continue to move in the vicinity of the central point of the cell.
We have not included any explicit measures in our algorithms to provide absolute guarantees for the DBSs not to cross the cell border, which would be too restrictive and limit the spectral efficiency gains. Instead, the proposed algorithms are designed for the DBSs to best serve the users within their respective cells, which act as an invisible force for the drones to stay within the cell and quickly head back to the cell if they happen to stray outside the cell boundary. As such, DBSs moving outside the cell should be rare events, as we will demonstrate later in Section 5 .
Optimal DMA
Our objective is to maximize the SE of the system considering mobile drones and mobile users, which is non-convex problem with a feasible set of continuous directions. To exhaustively search for the solution, we discretize all turning options into a finite set of [−θ max , . . . , −2g, −g, 0, g, 2g, . . . , θ max ], where g = 2θ max G − 1 with G representing the total number of turning options. Assuming that −θ max , θ max , and 0 are the three minimum options, G can take any odd integer values starting from 3. By taking any of the possible directions/paths, the drone can obtain a different spectral efficiency. To calculate the spectral efficiency for a drone during a candidate path, for simplicity, we assume that all users are stayed in their initial locations at the start of update interval t m . Moreover, a set of points on the taken path is selected to calculate the spectral efficiency. Then the spectral efficiency of a path is the average of the spectral efficiency of points on the path.
The goal of the drone mobility control is to choose a direction that maximizes the average spectral efficiency of the system. Hence, the optimization problem (OPT) at the start of each update interval can be formulated as
where (θ * n ) denotes the optimal direction selected by drone n at the start of update interval, and θ v max is the maximum feasible turning angle for the drone flying with the speed v.
Each drone can choose its direction from G candidate ones. Therefore, solving the optimization problem requires searching over G N cases to find the optimal direction for all N drones, which is an NP-hard problem. Thus, it is impractical to find the optimal solution for a large number of drones. Here, we propose heuristic strategies described in the next section to find the moving directions for the drones. To verify the accuracy of the solutions from heuristic strategies, we have also investigated the optimal solution for small number of drones and compared them with the proposed strategies.
Game Theory DMA
In this section, we apply game theory to solve the direction selection problem for the interfering DBSs with less complexity than the optimal DMA discussed in the previous section. In particular, we formulate the direction selection as a non-cooperative game played by all the interfering DBSs in the system. The game is played at the start of each t m interval and the decisions leading to the Nash equilibrium are used by the DBSs to update their directions. Hereafter, we called this algorithm GT.
The strategic game is described by G = (P, {A p }, u p ) where P is the set of finite players (DBSs), A p is the set of actions (G turning angles) for each player, and u p is the utility function of each player. In this paper, P = {1, 2, . . . , P } is the set of DBSs with at least one active user in their cell. The set of actions for a DBS/player p can be expressed as
where g is the turning angle step. Moreover, we define action space A = A 1 × A 2 × · · · × A P , as the Cartesian product of the set of actions of all players.
In non-cooperative game, each player independently tries to find an action that maximizes its own utility, however its decision is influenced by the action of other players:
A pure Nash Equilibrium is a convergence point where no player has an incentive to deviate from it by changing its action, defined as: Definition 1. A member of action space, θ = (θ * 1 , θ * 2 , . . . , θ * P ), is a pure Nash Equilibrium (NE) if and only if
The proposed utility function requires each player be aware of the action selected by other players. Each drone finds the direction that maximize the cell spectral efficiency according to equation (16) .
When all DBSs find themselves in a position that no one wants to change the moving direction, the NE is obtained. Algorithm 1 is proposed to reach NE at each control mobility time slot. At first, all drones select a random direction from their set of actions. Then each of them finds their best response considering other players' action. Finally, after few trials they all converge to a NE point and move towards the selected directions during the next t m interval.
SLR DMA
GT is less complex than the optimal DMA, but it still requires communication among the drones. Although interdrone wireless communication is practically feasible, it does consume resources. Here, we propose a DMA requiring no communication among drones. Each DBS rather selects its moving direction independently, without any knowledge of other DBS' movement. The DBSs will, however, move in a way that will minimize their interference on other active users in neighbour cells.
In this model, each drone knows the location of the active users in the interfering neighbour cells as well. The N E ← not_f ound 3: for each p ∈ P do 4: rnd ← random_number()
5:
θ p ← A p (rnd) 6: end for 7: while N E == not_f ound do 8: for each p ∈ P do 9:
end for 11: if is_equal(θ * , θ) then
12:
N E ← f ound 13:
θ ← θ *
15:
end if 16: end while 17: end procedure integrated interference of drone n on the other active users is referred to as Leakage [31] , and defined as follows,
where S is the received signal strength. Then, each drone calculates average the SLR (Signal to Leakage Ratio) value for every candidate paths for the active users in the cell. Such SLR value for each user u of drone n can be formulated as
Each drone selects the direction that maximizes the average SLR for all active users in the cell. Such direction is formulated as
SNR DMA
The SLR DMA avoids DBS-to-DBS communication, but requires knowledge of active users in interfering cells. Here we propose a simpler algorithm that neither requires DBSto-DBS communication, nor does it need to know the location of active users in neighbour cells. We call this algorithm SNR, and it is based on the maximization of SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) for active users in each cell. The SNR of an active user u associated to drone n can be defined by
Using only the locations of its own active users, each DBS calculates the average SNR for every active user along the candidate paths, and selects the direction that maximizes the average SNR for all active users (as defined in equation (22)). 
Complexity Comparison of DMAs
We consider two types of complexities, computational and signalling. Computational complexity refers to the number of combinations to be evaluated to find the optimal direction. Signalling complexity on the other hand refers to the amount of needed signalling among drones and users to obtain the required information for a specific DMA. For example, in OPT algorithm, each drone needs to know the location of other drones (N ), and all users in the system (N.U ). Therefore, N × (N + N.U ) signalling is needed in the whole system. On the other hand, a drone following SNR algorithm only needs to know the location of active users in its cell, resulting in a total N.U signalling complexity for the system. In Table 1 , the proposed algorithms are sorted based on their computational and signalling complexity. As we can see, finding the optimal solution through exhaustive search is the most complex one requiring the most amount of computation as well as signalling. The SNR DMA, on the other hand, has the least complexity.
EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of our proposed DBS mobility algorithms, as well as the baseline approach where the DBS simply hovers over the centre of the cell, is evaluated using simulations. To be able to use practical values for the drone parameters, such as the flying speed (v), maximum acceleration (a max ), and the minimum possible interval for updating mobility parameters (t m ), we conduct some tests with a popular consumer drone called DJI Phantom 4. Before presenting the performance results, we explain the metrics used for the evaluations, the assessment of Phantom 4 parameters, and the simulation setup.
Performance Metrics
Here, we define the required metrics in order to evaluate the system model and its performance.
Spectral Efficiency
The time-averaged SE of the considered N -cell system over a given time period T is one of the main metrics used to evaluate the system performance. Equation (10) is used to compute system SE (Φ) at the start of each resource allocation slot. As there are many resource allocation slots in T , values ofΦ calculated for all slots are averaged to obtain the timeaveraged SE. 
Jain Fairness Index
In the considered multi-user multi-drone system, we define a fairness metric according to the Jain index to evaluate the fairness among the users, which is formally presented as [32]
where R is the user data rate (bits/sec). According to the definition of the average SE, the average data rate of a user associated with drone n can be written as
Packet Throughput
Additionally, packet throughput, the ratio of successfully transmitted bits over the time consumed to transmit the said data bits, can be expressed as
Considering all downloaded packets in a cell by all users, the average packet throughout is considered as a performance metric.
Moreover, as recommended by the 3GPP [33] , the cell edge user throughput is defined as the 5-percentile of CDF of the packet throughput. Generally speaking, a more homogeneous distribution of the user experience over the coverage area is highly desirable, and hence improving the cell edge performance is particularly meaningful in practice.
Completed Request
When a data packet finishes transmission, it is considered as a completed request. In the system, we measure the number of completed requests for all users. The average completed requests per user is an application layer metrics that can be used to evaluate the system performance.
Experimental Assessment of Drone Parameters
In this section, we explain our experiments with Phantom 4 (see Table 2 for specifications) to obtain the practical ranges for three drone parameters, the flying speed (v), maximum acceleration (a max ), and the minimum possible interval (t m ) for updating mobility parameters. The mobility of the Phantom 4 is controlled using an Android application that we developed in-house based on the DJI's software development kit (SDK) [34] , [35] . In each flight instruction, the velocity in X, Y, and Z direction, height, and flight length can be set. Flight data, which includes altitude, latitude, longitude, velocity in X, Y and Z direction, battery voltage, and time, are recorded every 100 ms for post-processing. 
Drone Flying Speed
The consumer drones can be flown in a 2D plane at a very high speed. For example, Phantom 4 can be flown as high as 20 m/s (see Table 2 ). It is, however, desirable that the continuous mobility of the DBS should not drain the battery faster than the hovering DBS. We therefore need to assess the impact of 2D flying speed on the battery, which will inform our evaluation in terms of the practical drone speeds to consider. For example, it is not useful to evaluate the spectral efficiency gain for a speed that will quickly drain the battery.
To observe the impact of speed on battery life, we fully charged the battery at the start of each experiment. Then we flew the drone over an open field in a way point format, i.e., between two specified points going back and forward continuously, until the battery reached 20%, which is the minimum the drone can fly on, while keeping the drone altitude at 10 m. We repeated this experiment for 11 different speeds, from 0 m/s to 10 m/s with increments of 1 m/s. For each speed, we repeated the experiment five times and reported the average power consumption in Figure 4 .
We observe a very interesting result. The power consumption characteristics below and above the speed of 8 m/s are very different. The amount of power consumed fluctuates below 8 m/s (perhaps due to the wind factor), but it stays below 150 W. On the other hand, power consumption starts to increase rapidly if we fly the drone above 8 m/s. For example, at 10 m/s, the power consumption is 167 W, which is 11% higher than that of 8 m/s. In our evaluations, we therefore consider flying speeds up to 8 m/s, which will limit the impact on battery life despite the continuous flying of the drone.
DBS Direction Update Interval
Ideally, it would be useful for the DBSs to be able to update their directions at an arbitrarily small interval, so they could respond quickly to the dynamics of the system. In practice, however, the value of t m would be limited by the the drone hardware. To guide our system evaluations, we therefore conduct some experiments with a consumer drone, Phantom 4, to obtain some idea about the practical values for t m .
We use the flight simulator, DJI Assistant 2, together with an Android application we developed to force the Phantom Figure 5 shows the set up of our experimental test-bed where the propellers of the Phantom 4 are taken off, so it actually does not fly, but provides input to the simulator via the connected cable.
To find out the minimum possible value for t m , we designed an experiment where we change the velocity value of the X direction every t sec, while keeping Y direction fixed. The velocity in X direction, v x , changes to positive and negative values periodically to simulate a zigzag movement. Both the velocity in X and velocity in Y direction are selected based on the cruising speed and the target turning angle as presented in the following equations
where v = v 2 x + v 2 y is the cruising speed, and θ is the issued turning angle in radians. We choose a very low flying speed and a small turn command to avoid hardware restrictions play a part. To be precise, the drone is moving with a speed of 2 m/s and the turning angle command is 0.1 rad (≈ 5 degree). We keep the drone height fixed to 10 m, so the v z is zero. With these settings, the only drone variable that should change due to the turning commands is its v x . We recorded v x every 100 ms and plotted the change in Figure 6 for five different command intervals (t), 0.2 sec to 2 sec. As we can see in Figure 6 , the v x does not change during the flight if the command intervals are less than 1 sec. However, the v x changes according to the commands when the commands are issued at intervals of 1 sec or higher. This experiment confirms that there is a minimum value of t m for a given drone hardware and make and it may be around 1 sec.
Maximum Acceleration
To find out the maximum acceleration that our Phantom 4 can exert while taking turns with a constant speed, we repeated the zigzag experiments with different command values for the turning angle, i.e., the v x and v y were adjusted to give a turning command with a specific angle. We used t m = 1, i.e., we commanded the drone to complete the turn within 1 sec. We start the experiments with a small turning angle and increase the value of the turning angle gradually, monitoring both the average speed and the actual speed and angle, we obtain the acceleration using equation (11) . The results are shown in Figure 7 . We can see that in the beginning, acceleration increases within increasing turning angles while the average speed remains close to the instructed value of 4 m/s. The acceleration increased from 1.56 m/s 2 to 4 m/s 2 in 120 sec., as we increased the turning angle value from 0.25 rad to 1.2 rad. This means that the drone was able to increase its acceleration to meet the increase in the turning demand during this time period. However, after 120 sec., the drone cannot meet the increase in turning demand anymore and its acceleration saturates to approximately 4 m/s
2 . This experiment clearly shows that drones have a maximum acceleration, which is approximately 4 m/s 2 for Phantom 4. We will use this value as a baseline in our simulations.
Simulation Setup
We use MATLAB to simulate the proposed DroneCells system with multiple cells and multiple mobile users in each cell. Due to inter-cell interference, outer cells in the simulated network scenario will receive less interference than inner cells. To obtain unbiased performance results, data is collected only from inner cells. More specifically, we follow the 3GPP approach and create three tiers of neighbour cells around an interested inner cell [19] . A total of 49 square cells are considered in our simulation and data is collected only from the centre cell.
The grid cell size, number of users and their traffic model follow the parameters recommended by the 3GPP [19] , and are shown in Table 3 . Our preliminary simulation results show that the system performance becomes stable after 500 seconds. As a result, we run all simulations for 800 seconds to obtain meaningful results. Moreover, to mitigate the randomness of the results, all results have been averaged over 10 independent runs of 800-second simulations.
Performance Results
In this section, we evaluate and quantify the potential performance improvements that can be achieved by allowing continuous movement of the DBS in the proposed DroneCells networks. We compare the performance of different DBS mobility algorithms against the baseline scenario where the DBS hovers over the central location of the cell, as well as the case of optimal DBS mobility. We analyse performance in terms of spectral efficiency, packet throughput, and request completion rates. We also compare the effect of different resource allocation strategies in terms of their spectral efficiency and fairness. Finally, we study the benefit of DroneCells under different user densities.
Spectral Efficiency
The key motivation behind constant movement of the DBS is to ensure that the DBS always move in a way that ultimately 1st reduces the distance between the BS and the user. This is particularly challenging when the users are moving independently in different directions and not clustering together.
To demonstrate that the mobile users indeed are not clustering in our simulations, we plot, in Figure 8 , the location coordinates of five users in the centre cell. As we can see, at any given time, different users are located at different places, making the mobility of the DBS a challenging problem. The problem of reducing the DBS-to-user distance is particularly challenging because, with the freedom to move, the DBS has the potential to actually increase the distance beyond the maximum possible distance of the baseline scenario. For example, with square cells, the maximum possible DBS-to-user distance for DroneCells is the length of the diagonal, which is twice the distance in baseline case.
Despite this challenge, all of the three DBS mobility algorithms were able to reduce the DBS-to-user distance compared to the hovering case. Due to space limits, we use an example from the Game Theory (GT) algorithm to illustrate this outcome. We collected the ground distance statistics between any active user and its corresponding DBS during the entire simulation time. Figure 9 shows the histogram and the empirical CDF of ground distances for the proposed GT algorithm and the baseline model, where drones are moving with the speed of 2m/s for GT and all drones have an acceleration of 4m/s 2 . We can see that the baseline has no data for greater than 56 m, which is the distance from the centre of the square to one of its corner, but the GT has some data points all the way to 93 meter. However, the probabilities for short distances up to 35 m are comparatively very high for GT, which is expected to bring improvements in SNR and ultimately the overall SE of the network.
Additionally, we collected the elevation angle and accordingly the probability of having LoS connection between active users and their corresponding DBS during the entire simulation time. Figure 10 shows the empirical CDF of elevation angle (in degree), and the probability of LoS for the proposed GT algorithm and the baseline model, where drones are moving with the speed of 2m/s for GT and all drones have an acceleration of 4m/s 2 . It can be observed that GT algorithm effectively pushes the elevation angle CDF rightward, resulting in significant improvement in increasing the probability of having LoS connection between active users and drones. Figure 11 shows the spectral efficiency for drones with the acceleration value of 4m/s 2 , where the zero-speed represents the baseline HOV scenario. We can draw the following observations:
• Surprisingly, the spectral efficiency does not necessarily increase with faster drones for a given acceleration. Instead, there exists an optimal speed to achieve the largest spectral efficiency. This is because, although flying the drone faster may help taking the DBS from one location to another in less amount of time, the higher moving speed reduces the maximum turning angle limiting the possible directions the DBS can move. Using the current Phantom drones, an improvement of up to 34% in terms of the spectral efficiency can be obtained by moving the drones at a low speed of 2 m/s, which incurs no negative effect on drone energy consumption.
• The tradeoff between performance gain and complexity is obvious, i.e., the performance of the GT strategy is slightly better than that of the SLR strategies, which in turn shows some improvement over the SNR strategy.
Note that the algorithm complexity shows the same order.
To investigate the impact of maximum acceleration on spectral efficiency, we provide more results with various a max values in Figure 12 for the GT algorithm. Assuming that the acceleration of drones can be improved by factors of 1.5, 3, and 10 in the future, accelerations of 6, 12, and 40m/s 2 are considered and compared with the value of 4m/s 2 (Phantom 4). From Figure 12 , we can draw the following observations:
• Not surprisingly, increasing the acceleration yields a better spectral efficiency, due to the maneuverability improvement. Choosing the optimal speed as discussed before, the spectral efficiency gain ranges from 34% (2 m/s) to 90% (8 m/s) as the acceleration increases from 4m/s 2 to 40m/s 2 , respectively.
• By increasing the acceleration, the optimal speed for drones to move around is increased as well, as drones are able to enjoy both higher speed and higher manoeuvrability.
• If drones have to flown at a very low speed (say, of 2 m/s), increasing the turning angles (higher acceleration) does not have noticeable impact on spectral efficiency. The benefit of higher acceleration can only be reaped by allowing drones to move at a high speed.
The achievable spectral efficiency of different DBS mobility algorithms are summarized in Table 4 and the gains are compared with the HOV baseline model (the SE values are related to the optimal drone speed at each acceleration value). These results show that GT outperforms SLR, SNR, and HOV by up to 6%, 12%, and 90%, respectively (for acceleration 40m/s 2 ). One important question we have not yet answered is: how good are the proposed heuristics compared to the optimal DMA? Due to the prohibitively high complexity of searching the optimal solution for Problem 13, we were only able to conduct the exhaustive search for a network scenario of 9 cells with just 1 tier of interfering cells. The results of the optimal mobility control algorithm based on exhaustive search are compared with our heuristic algorithms in Figure 13 for various accelerations. The key observation is that, for all of the investigated accelerations, only up to 4% further improvement can be obtained by the exhaustive search. Considering the extremely high complexity of the optimal DMA, our proposed heuristic algorithms are thus definitely much more useful for practical usage.
Packet Throughput
To show the performance of the packet throughput, in Figure Figure 15 .
From Figures 14 and 15 , we can draw the following observations:
• Compared with the baseline hovering strategy, our proposed algorithms successfully push the packet throughput CDF rightward, showing significant gains in terms of this performance metric.
• There is a large performance gain in terms of the 5-percentile packet throughput, reaching up to 50% and 143% improvement with the existing consumer drones (an acceleration of 4m/s 2 ) and the future drones (an acceleration of 40m/s 2 ), respectively. This is because our algorithms allow drones to move to the vicinity of users, while hovering drones are stationary at the cell centre and thus cannot deliver satisfactory QoS to celledge users. Table 5 presents the average number of completed requests for GT algorithm and compares it with that of the HOV baseline. As we can see, by increasing the acceleration, the drone can serve a larger number of requests generated by users. On average, the number of completed requests is increasing by 7.2% (from 84.7 to 90.0) and 14.04% (from 84.7 to 96.6) with the existing consumer drones (an acceleration of 4m/s 2 ) and the future drones (an acceleration of 40m/s 2 ), respectively. This improvement in request completion rates is a natural result of the large spectral efficiency gain shown in Spectral Efficiency subsection. Figure 16 compares the SE and fairness of the Equal Share and CQ-based resource allocation approaches when the acceleration is 4m/s 2 and drone speed is 2 m/s. We can clearly see the tradeoff between SE and fairness, i.e., the CQbased allocation was able to improve the SE at the expense of being less fair. The interesting observation, however, is that the fairness disparity for the CQ-based allocation is only marginal for the DroneCells (for all three mobility algorithms), but significant for the baseline scenario.
Request Completions

Impact of Resource Allocation Strategies
Impact of DBS Direction Update Interval
We have also analysed the impact of direction update interval (t m ) on our proposed algorithms. Intuitively, the shorter this interval, the more opportunity the algorithms have to adjust the direction of the DBS and hence are expected to produce better results. However, because we found that 1-sec is the minimum time needed for Phantom 4 to make adjustments, here we consider only t m ≥ 1. For various accelerations, Figure 17 compares the performance of GT DMA obtained with t m = 1 against that of t m = 2. As expected, we can see that t m = 1 outperforms t m = 2 in all cases. More importantly, it is clear that the proposed GT DMA can still improve SE significantly even with a 2s direction update interval. This result confirms that our proposed DroneCells idea has benefit even for low-end drones that may only be controlled with coarser granularity.
Impact of User Density
We also explored the impact of user density on spectral efficiency. To this end, the simulation is conducted for higher user density such as 8 and 10 users per cell, and compared with 5 users per cell. Figure 18 presents the average spectral efficiency for GT algorithm and compares it with that of the HOV baseline. According to this figure, we can observe the followings:
• By increasing the user density, the average SE decreases. It can be concluded that the probability of having active users at any time increases by having higher density, resulting in more transmissions for each drone, and higher interference in the system. Indeed, we found that the average transmission times for drones increased noticeably with increasing user density (see Table 6 ).
• GT improves the spectral efficiency significantly for all user densities illustrated in Figure 18 .
DBS Movements Outside the Cells
Finally, we evaluate the ability of the proposed DMAs to keep the DBSs within the cell boundary. For different combinations of accelerations and speeds, Table 7 presents the percentage of the simulation time (800 sec) the DBSs spend outside their designated cells on average (only GT DMA is shown for space constraint). We can see that the percentage is very small. DBSs would spend less than 1% of their time outside the cells for speeds less than 6m/s if Phantom 4 (acceleration = 4m/s 2 ) is used. For more agile drones with higher accelerations, the percentage remains below 1% even for 8m/s.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed mobility control algorithms for drone base stations, which are constantly moving at a fixed height above their cells, in order to improve the spectral efficiency of the system. Extensive experiments and simulations with real drone are conducted to resolve the practical limitation of drones such as their power consumption and manoeuvrability. Applying the practical constraints, it was shown that our proposed algorithms significantly improve spectral efficiency, and packet throughput compared with the hovering drone base stations. These advancements can be brought by low complex algorithms while keeping the drones' energy consumption at the same level as the network where drones are hovering above pre-determined positions. 
